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sisí èkó
Driving soothed me; Brooklyn’s streets shape-shifted into 

Queens’ streets en route to JFK. The bright lights of the airport 
beamed in the night. My hands tightened and loosened the 
wheel as I envisioned Lee running onto the basketball court 
with her teammates, looking up to the stands for me out of 
habit and realizing all over again that I wasn’t there. I sighed, 
realizing there was nothing I could do at that moment to make 
things right. I pulled up to A.C.’s terminal and spotted her at 
the curb, standing next to a duffel bag and a rolling suitcase. 

“The flight alright?”
“I slept,” she said, and laughed.  “So, yeah, it was great.”
Nigerians know how to dress. This is an undeniable fact. 
But A.C. took that shit to the next level. Butch, and 

beautifully so. Her hair cut real low with a little line shaved 
into a side part. Fresh. She wore traditional Nigerian men’s 
clothing—golden designs embroidered into a deep red agbada 
that came down to the middle of her calves. She wore a 
matching red sokoto underneath. She folded a large flowing 
sleeve over her right shoulder before lifting the duffel. I grabbed 
the suitcase and together we loaded her luggage into the trunk.

“It’s so good to finally meet you!” 
“Thank you for pickin me up.” The bass in A.C.’s voice 

was unintentionally sultry—which made it all the more sultry. 
I thought of Lee’s reaction to me being here instead of at 

her game, and internally cringed. 
“Bros, abeg! Of course!”



Like old friends reunited, we took to each other.  Our 
conversation flowed effortlessly as we cruised down the 
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highway. 
“My parents named me Agatha.” She paused for optimum 

dramatic effect. 
“Agatha fuckin Catherine . I think they 

expected me to become a nun. I considered it. All those 
women and all that time alone with all those women? I definitely 
considered it.”

I laughed at her off-handed blasphemy. Such a lovely 
reminder that blasphemy, like beauty, is definitely in the eye of 
the beholder.    

“You’d have to convince them you was Jesus incarnate for 
them to get naked for you.” 

“Please. Nuns are the easiest to get with. I know my way 
around the Scripture and that’s the only way to a nun’s heart. 
That and, you know, a strong tongue.”

I looked over at her in the passenger seat. “Na lie! You 
serious?” 

“Taylor Ejiroghene, sisí èkó, yes, I swear o.”
I laughed, then asked, “What ethnicity are you?” 
“I’m Ijaw.”
“Yes, Delta State ooo!”
“All day. Every. Day. You’re Urhobo?”
“Yes, I am,” I said. “You were in Naija recently right?” 
“Yesyes! I was there for New Year’s. It was beautiful, but 

there were times when I felt like a tourist in my own country 
and that broke my heart.”

“What made you feel like a tourist?”
She sighed. “Well, I felt like I had to fit everything I wanted 

to do into a month, which was hard. Spending any time away 
from Naija, in the States and then returning, it’s like people see 
you as American or Americanized just by virtue of the time 
you’ve been away.” 

“That’s hard. Going home and having your own people 
see you as American is heartbreaking. For me, because I’d 
been away for several years, a lot of Nigerians—including my 
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family—see me as oyibo … which is so strange to me since I 
see myself as Nigerian full stop.”

“Exactly.” 
“When I’m in the States, I’m homesick and aching for my 

next expensive-ass, too-short trip home. I don’t feel completely 
at home in the U.S. and I don’t feel completely at home in 
Naija. And I’m always looking for how to be more Nigerian, 
more African, more informed about what’s happening at home, 
and it’s never enough.”

“It never will be,” A.C. said.
“Ever?” 
“Ever. That’s a fight you can’t win so don’t waste your 

time. In the ‘who’s this or that enough’ contest, everyone loses.”
I sighed, realizing she was probably right. “What’s the 

queer scene like back home?”
“Secretive. But it exists. You just gotta have hella, hella 

tight gaydar.” We laughed. “I actually usually only date African 
women and any exception is just that—an exception that 
proves the rule.”

“Why is that?”
“We’re fuckin beautiful. Period, full stop. That’s my 

complete argument,” A.C. said with unabashed pride. “It took 
some time, but I’ve found my community of first-generation 
and immigrant African dykes in the Bay. Who would have 
thought that I’d find that in Cali? We make each other feel at 
home and I think it’s with them that I feel closest to myself. 
Does that makes sense?”

“Definitely makes sense,” I said. “I’m sure being with an 
African woman means they understand so much of what non-
Africans don’t. Sometimes I get tired of explaining shit that’s 
so basic to me.”

“Like …?” 
“Like how to pronounce my name and ‘no I am not 

Yorùbá or Igbo or whatever you read about in your Intro to 
Black Studies class.’ I love my Yorùbá, Hausa and Igbo folks, 
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but there’s hundreds of other ethnicities in Naija besides those 
three.”

“Exactly! Assuming I’m Yorùbá because I’m Nigerian is 
like assuming every Latina I meet is Mexican or Puerto Rican,” 
A.C. said.

“Meanwhile, homegirl could be from Ecuador or—”
“—Colombia or Panama. I feel you, you know I feel you,” 

she said.  “I majored in African Studies. In some ways it was 
so liberating to learn about Africa in an academic setting 
and to read the opinions of African scholars. In other ways, 
it was the most over-generalized study of Swahili, Zulu and 
Yorùbá culture and people. I created an individualized minor 
in Nigerian Delta Studies, which was dope.”

“Wow … That sounds sooo amazing!  The Delta Studies 
part, not the over-generalized African Studies part. Even the 
concept of ‘African Studies’ is so fuckin general. In the Africana 
Studies courses I’ve taken, people look at me like they want an 
expert opinion on the assigned reading. It gets on my nerves.”

“It’s polar opposites for me,” A.C. said. “Either people 
ignore that I’m Nigerian, or they put me on the spot about 
it every chance they get, asking me random questions about 
Naija geography or history.” 

I parked in front of her hotel. “You should ask them 
about U.S. geography,” I said, smiling.  “Ask them about the 
mountains of Nevada and ask for specific latitude and longitude 
coordinates to go camping.” She laughed, and I continued.  “It’s 
so funny that immigrants get treated so poorly in this country. 
The ones that go for citizenship probably know more about 
U.S. history than folks born and raised here. How many of your 
U.S.-born friends do you think know who fuckin wrote ‘The 
Star Spangled Banner’?” 

We laughed as we hopped out of the car. 
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A.C.’s performance the following night was powerfully 
moving and unlike anything I’d ever experienced before. She 
incorporated poetry with the Socratic method and had an 
improvisational question-and-answer session with the audience. 
She started her performance like a conversation:

“What it do?” 
Silence. 
“Oh, I forgot for a second that I’m in New York.  How you 

feelin?”  There were murmurs. She reached up and grabbed 
her earlobe. “I no dey hear you o. How you feelin?”  The crowd 
in the auditorium responded loudly with a medley of “Ai’ight” 
and “Good.”

A.C. wore a turquoise and yellow sokoto with a matching 
loose-fitting, short-sleeved buba that stopped mid-thigh. 
Around her neck were thick, dark coral beads that reminded 
me of the Delta. She was barefoot.

“Show of hands, how many people in here have a body?” 
Everyone’s hands went up. 
“Keep your hands up. Now, how many folks in here have 

a gender identity?” 
Some hands went down.
“Some of you put your hands down. Funny thing is we all 

have a gender identity. Even if your identity is that you think 
you don’t have one.”

She walked back and forth across the stage. 
“Gender is a funny thing. People want you to stay in 

your little box so they feel good about theirs. We all think our 
gender is original.  We’re all right … and we’re all wrong.”  A.C. 
smiled.  “So much of what we think is just our natural way 
of doing things—for example, how we hold our bodies, our 
gestures, how we walk—is all learned behavior. We learn how 
to be ourselves partly from our own instincts, yes, and also from 
what we see around us—on television, in magazines, in music 
videos, in school, at home.” 

“Some folks,” she said, “when they see someone who is 
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making up who they are from somewhere other than media and 
our oppressive societal status quo, it bothers them so much … 
I think mostly because no one told them that they, too, can do 
whatever the fuck they want with their bodies and gender.  So they 
hate hard. They hate that they didn’t know they could be a 
gender-bending shero. They hate the repressed desire in their 
own body to bust out of the gender box that imprisons them. 
You could call this shit homophobia, heterosexism, transphobia. 
To me, it boils down to ‘damn I ain’t know I could do that, so 
why should you be able to?’”

She touched on many topics in her performance, weaving 
through it all a theme of self-expression as an exercise of 
liberation from gender constructs and stereotypes of ethnicity 
and race. 

“Your eyes crowded with a million memories you don’t 
share with me, and I know you got questions for me,” A.C. 
said, smiling.  She encouraged feedback from the audience and 
asked questions of her own.  The whole show transformed into 
a massive conversation between several hundred people. 

It was magical.



A.C. and I embraced when I dropped her off at the airport 
the next morning. 

She felt like home.
“Hit me up anytime, Oghene. Naija dykes need to take 

care of each other, abi?”
“Abi,” I said, and smiled.



After dropping A.C. off at JFK, I drove to Lee’s apartment. 
I considered going upstairs ... and then ... I just didn’t.

I don’t want to fight, I thought as put the car into park in 
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front of her apartment building. Shaking my head, I shoved the 
guilt I still felt for missing her game to the perimeters of my 
consciousness. I dropped her car keys in her mailbox and took 
the train home.


